PRESS RELEASE
Aggregate Space Gallery Presents
Between Beauty & Horror, An Video Installation by Leila Weefur

“Drip”, from Between Beauty & Horror, anxhibition by Leila Weefur

Title:  Between Beauty & Horror: A Video Installation by Leila Weefur
Exhibition Dates: 15 February - 23 March 2019

Opening Reception: 15 February 2019, 6-10pm
Oakland, CA (February 15, 2019) Leila Weefur and Aggregate Space Gallery

present, Between Beauty & Horror, a video installation exploring the symbiotic nature of
beauty and horror. The installation is a diptych, divided into two long corridors into

opposite sides of the gallery, separated by constructed walls. The film’s poetic narrative

explores this particular duality as an intrinsic part of the Black experience. It posits
abjection, violence, and eroticism as the ingredients that make up the “between” and
are considered to be the binding agents of Beauty & Horror. Exploring the
eco-geography of Blackness, this diptych focuses on the sensorial and somatic
experiences that give blackness a distinct and inherently racialized materiality. This work
looks at Beauty & Horror using the symbology of the blackberry fruit as part of the
eco-geography and a metaphor for the Black figure.

Special Programming for Between Beauty & Horror:

There are three public events for this exhibition and regular gallery hours are 1-5 pm and
by appointment. We combine efforts with major happenings in Oakland to make it
easier for our community and viewers by ensuring that our exhibition openings coincide
with the monthly, city-wide events, including a First Friday opening and a Second
Saturday artist talk.

Exhibition Schedule: 15 February - 23 March 2019

Public Opening Reception: Friday, 15 February 2019, 6-10pm
First Friday Event: Friday, 1 March 2019, 5-8 pm

Partner Event, Artist Talk at The LAB: Friday, 8 March 2019, 6pm
Regular Gallery Hours: Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays 1-5pm
and by appointment

About the Artist:
Leila Weefur is an artist, writer, and curator who lives and works in Oakland, CA. She
received her MFA from Mills College. She tackles the complexities of phenomenological
Blackness through video, installation, printmaking, and lecture-performances. Using
materials and visual gestures to access the tactile memory, she explores the abject, the
sensual and the nuances found in the social interactions and language with which our
bodies have to negotiate space. She is a recipient of the Hung Liu award, the Murphy &
Cadogan award, and the Walter & Elise Haas Creative Work Fund. Weefur has worked
with local and national institutions including SFMOMA, Southern Exposure, The Wattis at

CCA, and Minnesota Street Project in San Francisco, Berkeley Art Museum and Pacific
Film Archive, and Smack Mellon in Brooklyn, New York. She is the Audio/Video, Editor In
Chief at Art Practical and a member of The Black Aesthetic.

Aggregate Space Gallery (ASG)
ASG envisions an Oakland where artists can make and experience art in a safe space
with access to production tools and hands-on guidance, creating work that fuels
critical dialogue in a time when it is desperately needed. ASG is a charitable, artist-run
exhibition and performance space in West Oakland that prioritizes the exhibition of
artwork that generally can’t be seen elsewhere – our mantra is “Install the
Unimaginable.” We provide extensive in-house resources and expertise that enable
artists to create and promote intellectually engaging and immersive projects. We also
strive to provide every artwork installed in ASG with a museum-quality environment; our
exhibition space is impressive and meticulously maintained.

Address: 801 W Grand Ave Oakland, CA 94607
Tel: 510-832-3807

Email: info@aggregatespacegallery.org
Website: aggregatespacegallery.org
Foundational Support:
Aggregate Space Gallery programs are generously supported by Andy Warhol
Foundation for the Visual Arts, Creative Work Fund (Walter & Elise Haas Fund and William
and Flora Hewlett Foundation), Neda Nobari Foundation, Creative Work Fund, Kenneth
Rainin Foundation, Zellerbach Family Foundation, Clorox Foundation, Awesome
Foundation, and ArtNow International.

